
                                                         
December 25 

 
 

 
Habitat cleanup is such a delight 

It feels good to clean something messy up right. 
Let’s do the same thing to our own habitat 

And clean up a mess wherever we’re at! 
We might take a walk and pick up some litter, 
Or we might just make the living room glitter! 

Ask your folks how you can help cleanup today 
I’m sure when you did it will make them say “Yay”! 

 
 
 

 
December 26 

 
 

This planet’s the only home that we’ve got 
And we’ve treated it much, much worse than we ought. 

When snow becomes rare and the forests catch fire 
It’s clear that the climate’s condition is dire. 
Sometimes it feels like a problem so massive 

We might as well give up and just be passive.  
Let’s brainstorm some ways we can push for real action! 

If we think hard enough we can find satisfaction. 

 
December 27 

 
Imagine the world as you want it to be. 

Go on, close your eyes—what do you see? 
Do you imagine a planet where everyone’s free 

To talk to each other more openly? 
Where people consider the feelings of others? 

To tell you the truth, if I had my druthers 
We’d stop letting some people plunder the earth, 
Because everyone would finally see its full worth. 

We’d all have less stuff 
And while that might be tough 

It’s worth it so that we could all have enough. 
Let’s make a collage of the world we desire; 

Once we visualize it we can aim even higher. 

 
December 28 

 
Of all of the good deeds we’ve done together, 

Did one in particular make you feel better? 
Or did someone do something so kind for you 

That it made you feel like your heart really flew? 
Let’s make a list of the best things we’ve done 

And maybe some new things to add to the fun. 
I’m heading home soon, and I’ll miss you a lot 
But while I’m gone I’ll be giving some thought 
To how kind you are, and the good you will do 

Even without these prompts to guide you through. 
 
 

 


